Poor stereopsis can support size constancy in albinism.
The size of a retinal image is inversely related to the distance to the object that generates the image. Normal subjects therefore exhibit size constancy, in which the perceived size of an image is scaled according to its perceived distance. Albinos usually have such poor binocular vision that they perform very poorly on clinical tests for stereopsis. To investigate the functional consequences of this poor stereopsis, we investigated whether stereopsis in these subjects could support size constancy. The stereothresholds of 10 albinos and 12 normal control subjects were measured. The presence of absence of size constancy was investigated by having subjects equate the subjective size of stereoscopically presented images whose image disparity indicated that they were at different distances. Laboratory results indicated that eight albinos (including five whose clinical tests indicated a lack of stereopsis) had measurable stereopsis of several thousand are seconds or better. Of these, four also exhibited size constancy. Albinos who do not demonstrate stereopsis on clinical tests can have stereoscopic perception that commonly used clinical tests do not detect. Moreover, some of these patients even use this poor stereopsis in judging the size of stereoscopically presented images.